
The Lights & The Noise by Robin Cooper 

I used to be scared of the lights and the noise when visiting my mummy.  Daddy was 

taking me to see my mummy and mummy is poorly. 

I entered the hospital through the noisy doors. 

“Woosh…” I could feel the wind on my face, it smelt like a clean bath. 

Every footstep echoed and felt louder and louder going to see my mummy down the 

corridor. 

 “Clank… Clank… Clank…” It seemed to go on forever. 

The lights were bright, it was hard to see, and it felt like my mummy was a million 

miles away.  How could mummy be in this scary place? 

The noisy door of the lift looked like a big mouth ready to gobble me up, but daddy 

wouldn’t let that happen.  

“Bing…Boong.” The noise went as my jelly legs lead the way into the lift. Daddy was 

holding my hand. The lift was not a monster but it sure sounded like one and the red 

lights could have been its eyes looking at me, very hungry. 

When we got out, the next corridor was quiet and dark but was scarier than all the 

lights and noise.  We could still see around, so we carried on walking until we got to 

another door.   

“Creak.” It sounded like a scary door from a creepy castle or a door on a pirate ship. 

There was a hotel inside, but for poorly people, my daddy told me earlier on. 

I walked toward a bed and there was my mummy smiling. But the Noise and the 

lights were all around her, they were everywhere. I thought they were making her 

sick, so I started to cry. 

It was then I met Helen mummy’s nurse, she is lovely. She told me about the lights. 

She said each one of these lights and noises meant something and it was all part of 

making mommy better. 

“That beep every second is how we can make sure your mummy’s heart is healthy,” 

said Helen pointing at the squiggly line on a big TV. 

“This beep is letting us know we are cleaning your mommy’s blood,” Helen explained 

as she showed me a big swirly machine with lots of cogs moving and making a 

whirring noise. 

“And this beep is letting us know your mummy’s medicine is ready.” Helen pointed at 

a long machine with lots of lights. 

Suddenly, I wasn’t scared anymore, the lights and the sounds were not monsters 

they were sent from Angels. 

 


